
Accounting and finance teams play an
essential role in the management and
performance of any business, irrespective 
of its size and nature. In recognition of this,
companies have spent considerable time
and investment in deploying finance and
analytical applications to streamline and
automate much of the finance function. 
 

The challenge is that as these systems have
evolved the procedures to operate them
effectively have changed, documentation or
run-books have become obsolete. Also, in
many cases, there are acute key person
dependencies.
 

Most organizations have become
dependent on key staff and systems, and
many processes can become single points of
failure (SPOF). In challenging times,
forecasting, closing the books, generating
mont-end reports, or generating new
budgets can be at risk. Are you prepared?

Our clients are asking us to be ready to help them when they need us

most, in times of emergency and when uptime is critical to them.   It's now

more important than ever to have the uninterrupted performance of

critical finance and analytics systems.  Qubix has been ahead of the curve

to address these issues with our cost-effective solution Qubix Q.protect

services.

Expert Business Continuity

Rapid Business Continuity Solutions & Team Augmentation

Qubix Q.protect

Business continuity and risk mitigation are at the
forefront of every executive’s mind.   Now is the time
to talk about key person dependency, systems risk,
and operational reliability.   

Qubix Q.protect can provide immediate risk

mitigation and business continuity services.

Our Managed Services team will cover

vulnerabilities in your finance systems,

spikes in demand for critical financial

processes and key person dependencies.

Ensuring your organization can respond

effectively to major disruption and crisis.



Finance applications frequently require
periodic maintenance and updating.

There are often recurring activities that
need to be completed on a scheduled
basis, whether daily, weekly, or monthly.

Key finance processes can have several
manual steps, especially loading
spreadsheet files and other data sources
required for month-end close, or
forecasting purposes.

Business rules and drivers can change
over time and workarounds have been
implemented because business rules, or
drive documentation is obsolete.

The original system design no longer
reflects how the business currently
operates, and there is a significant
manual activity in spreadsheets.

 

 

 

 

System documentation and operational run-
books are obsolete and are no longer
reliable when they are most needed.

Essential maintenance of the system that
will help to maintain its performance are
neglected over time, and the application is
not operating optimally. 

Application performance is an especially
critical concern when speed is vital for fast
decision making.

The steps to ensure rapid back-up and fast
disaster recovery aren't entirely in place,
and there is a risk, that when needed most,
the finance systems won't be operational as
quickly as required.

 

 

 

Typical Business Continuity Finance Systems Challenges:
 

For many organizations, there are several SPOF and vulnerabilities in finance systems that make
them particularly sensitive to interruptions caused by unexpected disasters, team capacity issues

and rapid spikes in demand for input from the finance team.

Your Oracle Platforms and Applications Covered.
 

Our experienced consulting team and global managed services centre of excellence can help to
solve business continuity challenges across a range of popular Oracle solutions including:

On-Premises

Essbase

Hyperion Planning

Hyperion Financial Management

ODI

FDMEE

Data Relationship Management

Hyperion Profitability & Cost Management

OBIEE

Oracle E-Business Suite

Oracle Database

Cloud

EPM Cloud

Analytics Cloud

ERP Financials Cloud

Autonomous Data Warehouse 

Cloud Database Services

Cloud Infrastructure Services

Data Integration Platform



Q.protect Process Protection Plans
 
The Q.protect process protection plans is a service designed for rapid implementation and
immediate peace of mind. High impact results at high velocity. If you are concerned about any of
the business continuity scenarios we have outlined, then this service will be a good fit.
 
For a low fee you can choose from the following options that expand to meet your needs:
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Q.protect Essentials

Review of current systems documentation and creation
of enhancement documentation: Q.protect Run-Books
Knowledge Transfer to Qubix Managed Services team
for just-in-case support
Process continuity assessment & recommendations
Key people risk scoring & recommendations
No contract commitments required, we bill hourly based
on your budget

Q.protect Enhanced

Everything in Q.protect Essentials +
Emergency resourcing - available with 24 hours notice
Lights-on operation of core finance processes
Application and platform improvement
recommendations

Keep the "lights-on" for your critical finance/analytics applications

Provide qualified resources fast

Protect the long-term operational viability of essential finance and analytics processes

Next Steps
 

Your set-up, team, processes, applications and priorities are subtly different, so to maximize the

help we can provide, we need to talk.
 

Peace of mind is our mission. Our goal is to come alongside your team and help.  By working with

Qubix, we will:
 

 

Arrange a 30-minute call to discuss how our Q.protect service can help you:

https://www.qubix.com/contact-us

